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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR
COMPENSATING AN IMAGE PROJECTED
ONTO A SURFACE HAVING SPATIALLY
VARYING PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES

jectors must be calibrated and accounted for When displaying
multiple, over-lapping images onto a display surface. One
Way to solve these geometric and photometric calibration
problems has been to incorporate one or more cameras into

the display systems. These cameras not only provide mea
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

surements needed for calibration, but can also be used to

make the projection systems more intelligent and adaptive.
For example, a camera can be used With multiple projectors to

This application claims the bene?t under 35 U.S.C. § 119
(e) of US. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/484,252,

eliminate the casting of shadoWs on the projection surface. It
has also been knoWn to use a camera as a user interface

?led Jul. 2, 2003, Which is hereby incorporated by reference
herein in its entirety.

component to enable a user to interact With the projected
image. A camera can also be used to ?nd a surface patch With
constant re?ectivity that can then be used as the display

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

surface of the projector.
Despite the above advances, the versatility of current pro

jector-based display systems remains signi?cantly limited.
For example, current projector-based display systems lack

The government may have certain rights in the present
invention pursuant to a grant from the Information Technol
ogy Research program of the National Science Foundation,
AWard No. 115-00-85864.

the ability to control the appearance of a surface having
variations in its color. Additionally, for example, current pro
20

jector-based display systems are limited by the requirement
that a high quality surface be used in order to ensure a high

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

quality image output. This requirement generally precludes

General speaking, the present invention relates to the dis

play of images onto arbitrary surfaces using projectors. More
particularly, the present invention relates to methods and sys
tems for eliminating or reducing the effects of surface imper
fections and/or color variations on the displayed images, as
Well as for controlling the appearance of a surface by display
ing one or more images onto the surface, despite surface
imperfections and/ or color variations.

25

the use of arbitrary surfaces, because such surfaces cannot be
relied on to be highly re?ective and White as is typically
necessary to obtain optimal results With conventional proj ec

tion systems. Rather, an arbitrary surface is extremely likely

to have spatially varying photometric properties resulting
from non-uniformity in color (e.g., When the surface being
projected onto is a brick Wall, a painting or poster on a ?at
30

Wall, tiles of a ceiling, a portion of a grainy Wooden door, etc.)

and/or imperfections (e.g., paint imperfections, holes, nails,
etc.). When an image is projected onto such an arbitrary
surface in a conventional projection system, the image output

BACKGROUND

is modulated by the spatially varying re?ectance properties of
In the last decade, projection display technology has under
gone a technological revolution. For example, projectors are
noW able to display images With very high spatial resolution
and dynamic range. At the same time, projectors have become
highly ef?cient in terms of both siZe and poWer consumption,
While improved designs have resulted in substantial price

35

assumed that this limitation can be remediedusing a projector

of high poWer (i.e., brightness), increasing the brightness
40

reductions that have enabled greater usage for both business

more of an integral part of our everyday lives.
45

oped that use one or more projectors as the basic building

blocks. For example, images produced by an array of proj ec
tors have been tiled to create large, ideally seamless displays
having high resolution. Sets of proj ectors have also been used
to project onto large surrounding surfaces to create immersive

does not change the proportion of the modulation.
Accordingly, it is desirable to provide projection methods
and systems that are able to project their images onto virtually

any surface (e.g., Walls, doors, drapes, ceilings, etc.) While
improving the photometric quality of their output. Addition

and consumer purposes. As a result of these advances, pro

jectors have become someWhat ubiquitous, and are becoming
Several different types of display systems have been devel

the surface, and the image output becomes undesirable to
human perception. Moreover, While it may be incorrectly

ally, it is desirable to provide methods and systems that are
able to project images onto a surface in order to control the
appearance of the surface.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

50

In accordance With the present invention, methods and

environments. Additionally, for example, multiple registered

systems are provided for compensating imperfections and/or

projectors have been used to project onto the same surface in

color variations of a projection surface such that the quality of

order to display an image that optically combines several

images displayed onto the surface is preserved. Using the

component images. This approach has been used to produce
high quality images, e. g., images With regions having differ
ent depths of ?eld, and images Whose re?ection components
(specular re?ection and diffuse re?ection) are computed in
parallel. Projectors have also be used to make a Lambertian
White object appear to be one With that includes albedo varia
tions, and to introduce transparency effects to the appearance
of an object or to make an object appear re?ective.
Each of the above types of display systems rely on some

55

In certain embodiments, the methods and systems accord

ing to the invention provide geometric mapping betWeen
points in the images to be displayed by the projector and the
corresponding images that are captured by a camera. In other
60

display surface being projected onto must be knoWn. Addi

tionally, for example, the photometric properties of the pro

embodiments, geometric mapping generally need not be
determined because the optics of the projector and the camera
are coaxial, or because the mapping is otherWise knoWn. For

prior information about the projectors being used and the
surfaces onto Which they project. In many cases, for example,
the geometric mapping betWeen one or more projectors and a

same or similar methods and systems, it is also possible to
control the appearance of a projection surface.

65

example, geometric mapping may be ?xed or determined by
the projector and camera manufacturer, such that geometric
calibration may not be required for each surface.
According to various open-loop embodiments of the inven
tion, in order to compensate for imperfections or color varia

US 7,663,640 B2
3

4

tions of a display surface, a detailed radiometric model of a

a display image and a measured image according to one

projector-camera system is ?rst created. Subsequently, a plu
rality of images are projected onto the surface and captured by

embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4(b) is an illustration of the captured image resulting
from the display of the illustration of FIG. 4(a) according to

the camera in order to perform the necessary radiometric
calibration of the previously created model. Based on this

one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4(0) is a table shoWing maximum and RMS errors that

calibration, a look-up table is produced that indicates the
pixel values required to be projected onto the surface in order

result from the mapping of test patches from the image of
FIG. 4(a) using a pieceWise polynomial model according to

for a desired image to be observed. Based on this look-up

table, images are compensated prior to being projected.

one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a more detailed ?oW chart illustrating the steps
performed for the ?rst step of the How chart shoWn in FIG. 3
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6(a) is an illustration of a surface having color varia
tions that Was used in testing one embodiment of the present

In various closed-loop, continuous feedback embodiments
of the invention, radiometric modeling and calibration is not
required. Rather, in these embodiments, the appearance of
images being projected onto a surface is repeatedly measured
by the camera, and these measurements are used to provide
iterative image compensation until a desired level of compen
sation has been reached. In other embodiments of the inven

invention;
FIG. 6(b) is an illustration shoWing uncompensated output

tion, a combination of open-loop and closed-loop techniques
is used. For example, in several of these embodiments,
images are initially compensated using the radiometric model
and the results of the radiometric calibration, after Which

images on the surface of FIG. 6(a) as measured according to
one embodiment of the present invention for three ?at-gray

original display images;
20

these images are further compensated using feedback (e.g., to
adapt to a dynamically changing image).
In one embodiment, the invention provides methods and
systems for projecting a display image onto a surface that has

spatially varying photometric properties, Wherein the method
comprises the steps of detecting the spatially varying photo
metric properties of the surface, compensating the display

25

as measured by a camera folloWing the display of the com

pensation patterns of FIG. 6(0) on the surface of FIG. 6(a);

image based on the detected spatially varying photometric

FIG. 6(0) is a table shoWing maximum and RMS errors for

properties, and projecting the compensated display image
onto the surface.

FIG. 6(0) is an illustration shoWing computed compensa
tion patterns according to one embodiment of the present
invention in connection With the display of three ?at gray
images onto the surface of FIG. 6(a);
FIG. 6(d) is an illustration of the compensated output
images according to one embodiment of the present invention

30

the uncompensated and the compensated outputs of FIGS.

6(b) and 6(d), respectively;

In a second embodiment, the invention provides methods
and systems for projecting a display image onto a surface that

FIG. 7(a) is an illustration of an original facial image
having color variations that Was used in testing one embodi

has spatially varying photometric properties, Wherein the
pensating the display image to form a compensated display

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 7(b) is an illustration shoWing an uncompensated
output image on the surface of FIG. 6(a) as measured accord
ing to one embodiment of the present invention for the display

image based on the radiometric calibration so that a measured

image of FIG. 7(a);

image has desired characteristics, and projecting the compen
sated display image onto the surface.

FIG. 7(0) is an illustration shoWing the computed compen
sation pattern according to one embodiment of the present
invention in connection With the display of the image of FIG.
7(b) onto the surface of FIG. 6(a);
FIG. 7(d) is an illustration of the compensated output
image according to one embodiment of the present invention

method comprises the steps of performing radiometric cali
bration on the surface based on a radiometric model, com

In a third embodiment, the invention provides methods and

35

40

systems for projecting a display image that has spatially vary

ing photometric properties, Wherein the method comprises
the steps of projecting a projected image based on the display
image, capturing the projected image as a measured image,
comparing the measured image With the display image, com
pensating the projected image based on the comparison
betWeen the measured image and the display image, and

45

FIG. 8(a) is an illustration of a surface having color varia
tions that Was used in testing another embodiment of the

projecting the compensated projected image.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

present invention;
50

FIG. 1 is an illustration of one embodiment of a proj ector

original display images;
FIG. 8(0) is an illustration shoWing the compensation pat
55

terns computed according to one embodiment of the present

invention in connection With the display of the images of FIG.
8(b) onto the surface of FIG. 8(a);
FIG. 8(d) is an illustration of the compensated output
images according to one embodiment of the present invention

camera system in Which the present invention may be imple

mented;
FIG. 2 is an illustrative data?oW diagram for the proj ector
camera system of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the

FIG. 8(b) is an illustration shoWing uncompensated output
images on the surface of FIG. 8(a) as measured according to
one embodiment of the present invention for three ?at-gray

The present invention is noW illustrated in connection With

the accompanying draWings, in Which like references refer to
like parts throughout, and in Which:

as measured by a camera folloWing the display of the com

pensation pattern of FIG. 7(0) on the surface of FIG. 6(a);

60

present invention;

as measured by a camera folloWing the display of the com

pensation patterns of FIG. 8(0) on the surface of FIG. 8(a);

FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating the steps performed by

FIG. 8(0) is a table shoWing maximum and RMS errors for

components of the system of FIG. 1 in connection With one

the uncompensated and the compensated outputs of FIGS.

embodiment of an open-loop compensation algorithm
according to the principles of the present invention;
FIG. 4(a) is an illustration of a displayed image having
square calibration patches to be used for associating points in

8(b) and 8(d), respectively;
65

FIG. 9 is a more detailed ?oW chart illustrating the steps

performed for the third step of the How chart shoWn in FIG. 3
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
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the present invention, surface 104 may be the exterior surface

FIG. 10 is a more detailed ?oW chart illustrating the steps

performed for the ?rst step of the ?oW chart shown in FIG. 9
according to one embodiment of the present invention;

of a three-dimensional object, such as a WindoW curtain hav
ing one or more ruf?es.

FIG. 11 is a more detailed ?oW chart illustrating the steps

As shoWn in FIG. 1, a light source 107 may be present in the

performed for the second step of the ?oW chart shoWn in FIG.
9 according to one embodiment of the present invention;

vicinity of system 100. Although light source 107 is shoWn to

FIG. 12 is a more detailed ?oW chart illustrating the steps

example, light source 107 may be another suitable type of
arti?cial light, or may instead be a natural source of light (e. g.,
the sun, a burning ?re, etc.) It Will be understood that the
invention is not limited by the type of light source 107 that is
present in system 100, and also that in various embodiments
of the present invention, system 100 may have no light source
at all other than projector 102.

be a light bulb in FIG. 1, this need not be the case. For

performed for the fourth step of the ?oW chart shoWn in FIG.
3 according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a ?oW chart illustrating various steps performed
by components of the system of FIG. 1 in connection With a

closed-loop compensation algorithm according to one
embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 14 is an illustration of an uncompensated output

Also included in system 100 is a camera 108 for capturing

image for a ?ay gray image being projected onto a brick-Wall

images projected onto surface 104 by projector 102. In one

surface and three iteratively compensated output images

embodiment of the invention, camera 108 is a SONY DXC

according to one embodiment of the present invention.

950 PoWer HAD model, having a resolution of 640x480
pixels. It Will be understood that other types of cameras may
also be used in accordance With the principles of the present

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

20

Methods and systems are provided for displaying images
onto an arbitrary surface such that the quality of the images is
preserved despite surface imperfections or color variations.
For example, according to the invention, these methods and
systems may be used to display a still image (or movie) onto
the side of a building such that any imperfections or color
variations on the surface of the building does not substantially

25

as camera 108. In other embodiments of the invention, mean

System 100 also includes a computer 110 and a monitor

112 connected thereto, and although not shoWn in FIG. 1, may
30

example, in accordance With the invention, an interior deco

35

ally, for example, the color, pattern, or material of the client’ s

using a MATROX METEOR II or any other suitable frame
40

According to several open-loop embodiments of the inven
tion, the methods and systems use a detailed radiometric
model and a calibration method to determine the pixel values
required to be projected by a projector in order for a camera to

observe a desired image. In various closed-loop embodi
ments, a feedback approach, rather than radiometric calibra

45
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FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a projector-camera

system 100 in Which the present invention may be imple
mented. As shoWn, system 100 includes a projector 102 for
55

projector, having a native resolution of 800x600 pixels. It Will
be understood, hoWever, that any projector With suitable
speci?cations may be used. MeanWhile, surface 104 may be
any suitable type of surface. For example, surface 104 may be

described beloW may be occurring in a processor that is the
central processing unit (CPU) of computer 110 or in either
display device 114 or capture device 116.
Turning to FIG. 2, an illustrative data?oW diagram 200 is

provided for projector-camera system 100. As shoWn, display

both the open-loop and closed-loop embodiments, geometric

projecting images onto an arbitrary surface 104. As an
example, projector 102 may be a SONY SVGA VPL-CS5

grabber capture device 116. It Will be understood that, in
accordance With the principles of the present invention, signal

processing for the open-loop and closed-loop algorithms

tion, is used to provide the desired image compensation. In
mapping is used to establish a correspondence betWeen points
in the images to be displayed by the projector and the corre
sponding points in the images that are captured by the camera.

memory.
Images to be displayed on surface 104 may be sent from

computer 110 to projector 102 via anATI RADEONVE video
card or any other suitable display device 114. MeanWhile,
images from camera 108 may be captured by computer 110

furniture can be given a desired appearance. As yet another
example, in education settings, a teacher may use the methods
and systems described herein to project the appearance of a
skin disease on a model.

further include one or more input devices (e.g., a keyboard

and mouse) connected to computer 110. Computer 110 may
be, for example, a DELL PRECISION computer With an
INTEL PENTIUM processor (1 .8 GHZ) and 1 Gb of SDRAM

rator may provide clients With a previeW of the appearance of
a neW Wallpaper pattern by projecting an image onto an

existing Wallpaper pattern inside the client’s home. Addition

limited in this manner. For example, in various embodiments
of the present invention, projector 1 02 has the same resolution

While, camera 108 has greater resolution than projector 102.

impact the appearance of the displayed still image (or movie).
Using the same or similar methods and systems, it is also
possible to control the appearance of a projection surface. For

invention. Moreover, While much of the description of the
present invention provided beloW assumes that projector 102
has a higher resolution than camera 108 (as in the examples
provided above), it Will be understood that the invention is not

image (I) 202, Which may be any suitable image chosen by a
user of system 100, is processed by display device 114 (of
computer 110). Processed image (D) 204 is then received by
projector 102 as projector image (P) 206. The image pro
jected by projector 102, Which has a surface irradiance
(brightness landing on the surface) (E) 208, is re?ected by
surface 104. The re?ected image has a radiance (brightness
leaving the surface) (L) 210 in the direction of camera 108,
and is subsequently captured by camera 108. The captured
image (C) 212 of camera 108 is provided as surface output (B)
214, and is then digitiZed by capture device 116 of computer
110 to obtain the ?nal measured image (M) 216.

60

a portion of a Wall 106 as shoWn in FIG. 1, Which may have

Open-Loop Algorithms

spatially varying photometric properties, such as being non
uniform in color and/or containing various types of imperfec

loop compensation algorithm according to various embodi

tions surface (e.g., caused by nails or other embedded
objects). It Will be understood that, although surface 104 is
shoWn to be a portion of a ?at Wall 106, the invention is not
limited in this manner. For example, in other embodiments of

FIG. 3 is a ?oW chart illustrating the key steps of an open

65

ments of the present invention. As explained in greater detail
beloW, these steps can be used to enable projector 102 of
system 100 to project images onto surface 104 of arbitrary

surface 106 While improving the photometric quality of its
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output. As shown in FIG. 3, in step 302, the geometric map

square calibration patches 404 as shoWn in FIG. 4(a). The

ping betWeen display image 202 and measured image 216

corresponding measured image 216 is shoWn in FIG. 4(b). In
both of these images, the location of each patch 404 is repre
sented by the centroid of the patch. At this point, it should be
noted that the invention is not restricted by the particular
orientation of projector 102, surface 104, and camera 108

may be determined. Next, at step 304, a radiometric model
may be created, and then radiometric calibration may be

performed at step 306. Finally, at step 308, each display
image 202 may be compensated prior to proj ection onto sur
face 104 by projector 102. Each of these steps are explained in

With respect to each other. For example, as can be seen from

detail beloW.

the corresponding measured image 216 shoWn in FIG. 4(b),

Geometric Mapping

one or more of these components may be dissimilarly ori
ented With respect to the other tWo. It Will be understood that

The ?rst step in the How chart of FIG. 3 is to establish a

correspondence betWeen points in display image 202 (that is,

the geometric mapping described takes such differences in

in the projector domain) and measured image 216 (that is, in

orientation into account.

the camera domain) at step 302. According to various

Patches 404 shoWn in FIG. 4(a) may be each be sequen

embodiments of the invention, this geometric mapping
betWeen points in display image 202 and measured image 216
may be accomplished using second-order polynomials. For

tially projected in separate images. Such a sequential proj ec
tion of patches 404, hoWever, requires the projection and
capture of 1024 images, and may take over 30 seconds
depending on several variables, such as the processing poWer
of computer 110 and the time it takes for images to be pro

example, let a point xi:[xl-, yi] T in display image 202 map to a

point xm:[xm, ym]T in measured image 216, as shoWn in FIG.
2. In this case, the polynomial model can be concisely Written

as: XZ-IAxM, XMIBxi, Where xm:[xm2 ym2 xmym xm ym 1]T, and
xi:[xi2 yl.2 xiyl. xl. yl. 1]T. Given a set of corresponding points in
display image 202 and measured image 216, the coef?cient

20

tively.
According to another approach, the unambiguous projec

matrices A and B, Which may each be 2><6 matrices, can be

tion of N:2”—l patches can be achieved using only n images.
In the case of 1024 patches 402 described above, therefore,

computed using the least squares method Which is knoWn in
the art.

25

In various embodiments of the invention, a single polyno
mial model may be used to achieve the above-described geo

metric mapping of points in display image 202 and measured
image 216. In other embodiments of the invention, hoWever,
a pieceWise polynomial model may be used. In these cases,

30

for example, the image space may be divided into blocks,
Where each block has its oWn polynomial model. For
example, a captured image may be divided into 4><4:l 6
regions, and a separate model may be computed for each of

the regions.
Regardless of the particular number of regions, this type of
approach (i.e., dividing the image space into blocks) may
often be more effective than using a single polynomial model
because it can accommodate for a variety of geometric dis
tortions that may be inherent to system 100. For example,
surface 104 may itself not be perfectly planar, but rather, at
least partially curved. In this case, as long as the surface 104

35

40

45

example, this polynomial model can effectively handle situ
ations Where the lenses of projector 102 and/or camera 108
introduce radial and/ or tangential distortions.

It Will be understood that the blocks de?ning the image
space may be based not only on a rectangular coordinate

50

system, but other coordinate systems as Well. For example, in
the case of a radial coordinate system, the shape of the blocks

“1 l l l l l l l l l .” AfterWards, eleven images are created,
Wherein each image uses a different binary coded combina
tion of the 1024 patches 404, and these ten images are pro

?rst image, only the patches 404 Whose index has a “l” in its
Zero (i.e., least signi?cant) bit are displayed. In the second
image, only the patches Who index has a “l” in its one (e.g.,
second least signi?cant) bit are displayed, and so forth.
In theory, the use of eleven images as described above may

permit the unambiguous projection of up to 2047 patches,
Which is clearly more than enough for the example provided
above in Which only 1024 patches are being projected. It
should be noted, hoWever, that the invention is not limited by
the use of only eleven images.
As illustrated by the table of FIG. 4(c), Which shoWs the
maximum and RMS errors produced by the mapping for test
patches 404, the pieceWise polynomial model may result in
very high geometric mapping accuracy (i.e., the accuracy of
the mapping is sub-pixel). It Will be understood that these
Where a point should be projected and Where it actually is

may thus provide greater accuracy. It should also be noted that
55

actually projected.
Referring noW to FIG. 5, an illustrative process for deter

polynomial. Additionally, rather than using a pieceWise poly

mining the geometric mapping (step 302 of FIG. 3) is noW
described in greater detail. It Will be understood, hoWever,

nomial, thin-plate splines and other Well knoWn methods may
be used to approximate the mapping. Irrespective of the par
ticular manner in Which the mapping is achieved, the ?nal

geometric mappings in each direction betWeen projector 102

order to uniquely associate the patches in the display and
camera images. According to this approach, each of the
patches 404 shoWn in FIG. 4(a) are indexed by a respective
binary number. For example, a ?rst patch 404 is indexed by
the binary number “0000000000,” an eleventh patch 404 is
indexed by the binary number “000000101 1,” and the last of
the 1024 patches 404 is indexed by the binary number

error values represent the average of the distances betWeen

may provide greater ?exibility in the type of mapping, and
greater accuracy may also be provided by using a higher order

eleven images (not shoWn) may be projected and captured in

jected by projector 102 and captured by camera 108. In the

is smoothly curved, the mapping Within each local neighbor
hood (or block) can be approximated With great accuracy
using a second-order polynomial. In addition, as another

jected and captured by projector 102 and camera 108, respec
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that the particular steps shoWn in the How chart of FIG. 5 and
discussed beloW are illustrative only, and that the invention is

and camera 108 may be stored as look-up tables, Where each

not limited in this manner.

point in one domain is used as an index to obtain the corre

In step 502, eleven 800x600 projector images 0-10 are
created. The images each include different combinations of

sponding point in the other.
In order to achieve the mapping described above, it is
necessary to have a set of corresponding points in display

image 202 and measured image 216. These points may be
obtained, for example, using a display image 402 having 1024

some or all of the 1024 evenly distributed squares. The cen
65

troids of these squares are the actual projector data points. For

example, as described in the example provided above, in the

?rst image (image 0), only those squares Whose index (rep

